
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Ashburton Racing Club Date: Friday, 12
th

 September 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good 3 
Rail: True 

Stewards: M Davidson (Chairman), J Oatham and J McLaughlin 
Typist: C McMullan 

 

GENERAL:  
Nil 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: PRINCE EDEN, MISS MIA, HOMELAND, ONTARIO, PERCY POSSUM, TRUTH 

 
Suspensions: Nil   

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race 5 S Wynne (PERCY POSSUM) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)]- Shifting ground 50 metres 

  6 R Bishop (D’ELLIS) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Shifting ground 250 metres 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Nil   

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratching: Nil   

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 STAPLETONS/COMCAT RATING 65 2100m  
SHAYLEE WILDE began awkwardly and got back as a result. 
LORD YARBOROUGH raced wide throughout. 
LORD YARBOROUGH and HYDRAULIC made contact on two occasions passing the 300 metres. 

Passing the 270 metres HUGHES THAT GIRL shifted in under pressure, momentarily placing PRINCE EDEN in restricted 
room. 
 
Race 2 ASHBURTON SECURITY MAIDEN 2100m  

SERGIOS required replating prior to this race. 
LADY GRACE began awkwardly and lost ground. 
BUSH LAWYER raced wide through the early to middle stages.  
BELEN raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 

As the pace eased passing the 1200 metres LADY GRACE improved from last position to sit outside the leader. 
Passing the 275 metres MISS MIA shifted out abruptly when struck with the whip in the left hand, making contact with 
CHAPARRAL’S JET, and had to be straightened. The rider of MISS MIA then swapped the whip to the right hand briefly. 
Passing the 175 metres SERGIOS shifted out and away from BELEN, taking BUSH LAWYER wider on the track. 



 

 

L Callaway, the rider of INDIAN BURT, advised the Stewards that in his opinion the gelding would be better suited to tracks 
with more moisture in the ground.  
 

Race 3 SEALES WINSLOW RATING 85 1200m 

EL DORADO SUN was crowded at the start and lost ground when runners either side shifted ground. 
EL DORADO SUN raced fiercely passing the 1000 metres, and shifted ground outwards to avoid the heels of NAT KING 
COLE. 
EL DORADO SUN lay in throughout the run home with the rider using the whip in the left hand. 
EL DORADO SUN which appeared to be awkward in its action on pulling up underwent a post race veterinary examination 
which did not reveal any obvious abnormalities. 
 

Race 4 JOHN MCCORMICK SPRAYING MAIDEN 1200m 

NAKOMA began awkwardly, shifted ground inwards and crowded MAYBE MIAMI inwards onto MOONOFKLAIRESSA. 
LOTTERIO raced keenly in the early stages and had to be steadied when making the bend near the 900 metres. 
NAKOMA and MAYBE MIAMI both raced wide through the early to middle stages. 
Passing the 900 metres DANSKE IN TIME which was racing keenly had to be steadied for some distance to avoid heels. 
Passing the 500 metres DANSKE IN TIME had to be steadied when awkwardly placed on the heels of the tiring MASTER 
CUBITT.  
Passing the 400 metres MOONOFKLAIRESSA shifted out dictating DANSKE IN TIME outwards, resulting in NAKOMA having 
to be steadied for a stride. 
PRO BONO lay in in the run home, with rider K Williams swapping the whip to the left hand. 
When questioned regarding the performance of MASTER CUBITT which finished well back in the field, rider D Prastiyou 
advised that the gelding had disappointed and he could offer no tangible excuses.  

 
Race 5 PREMIER EQUINE VETS RATING 65 1400m 

PRESLEY bounded at the start. 
Shortly after the start PRESLEY when being ridden forward shifted in onto BLACK HENNESSY and SIR DANIEL which both 
had to steady for a stride. 
Passing the 1000 metres PRESLEY (G Jogoo) again shifted in when being steadied and crowded SIR DANIEL which had to be 
steadied. Apprentice G Jogoo was shown replays of these incidents, reminded of his obligations and referred to the jockey 
mentor. 
LIGHTNING LUCY raced keenly through the early stages and had to be continually steadied when attempting to obtain 

cover rounding the bend near the 900 metres. 
PRESLEY continued to race keenly through the middle stages. 
LIGHTNING LUCY was held up through the early part of the run home and passing the 200 metres shifted out and made 
contact with BLACK HENNESSY. BLACK HENNESSY was then inclined to lay inwards onto LIGHTNING LUCY over the 
concluding stages. 
TOETWOTOE had to be steadied in the last 50 metres when crowded for room by PERCY POSSUM (S Wynne) and 
ZABBADAK (D Prastiyou) when both runners shifted ground. Rider S Wynne was issued with a warning under Rule 
638(1)(d) for shifting ground when not clear. Rider D Prastiyou was advised to exercise greater care in future when shifting 
ground. 
 

Race 6 BARNESWOOD FARM MAIDEN 1600m 

LA CROUPIER began awkwardly and lost ground. 
TRUTH shifted in at the start dictating inside runners inward onto FAIR SPOKEN which was crowded and lost ground. 
MR TRIPSTER raced wide throughout. 
BELLALEAH was held up in the early stages of the straight and changed ground inwards to obtain clear racing room. 
Passing the 300 metres BELLALEAH was crowded when D’ELLIS shifted in and OWE THE RANSOM shifted out.  
Passing the 250 metres BELLALEAH was again crowded when D’ELLIS (R Bishop) again shifted in under pressure. Rider R 
Bishop was issued with a warning under Rule 638(1)(d) for shifting ground when not clear.  
BELLALEAH was again held up at the 150 metres and had to change ground outwards to obtain clear racing room. 
When questioned regarding the performance of favoured runner D’ELLIS, rider R Bishop advised that the mare had felt the 
firm nature of today’s footing and in his opinion would appreciate some easing of the ground. 

 

 


